
             
          

  

            
        

   

Tin tin in the Arab World and Arabic in the World of Tin tin 

Ziad Bentahar 
Brown University 

Herge's adventures of Tintin have always enjoyed a considerable 
amount of popularity, and the recent screen adaptation by Steven Spielberg 
will surely increase the character's audience. Tintin's stories never ceased to 
draw interest not only from readers interested in the ludic world of comic 

books (or vandes dessinees as they are called in French), but also from a horde of 
enthusiasts (or tinti110/ogisti) who take the Belgian character very seriously. 
Intellectuals and academics have also shown interest in Herge's oeuvre. The 
works of Pierre Assouline, Jean-Marie Apostolides, Serge Tisseron and Hugo 
Frey are prime examples of the sort of scholarly attention that Tintin has 
gotten. One of the aspects of Tintin's \,rorldwide fame is the availability of his 
albums in a wide array of languages and dialects-over 80 according to 
Tintin's official website. One of these languages is Arabic. Dar al-Maarif, an 

ptian house, distributed Arabic versions of Tintin's stories on behalf of his Egy 

main Belgian publisher Casterman until 2007 when the agreement was 
dissolved. According to Navarro, this was seemingly due to Castem1an's 
disapproval of Dar al-Maarifs practice of printing every other page in black 
and white, presumably to save on costs. 

Not all of Tintin's adventures, however, were made available in Arabic 

by Dar al-Maarif. The absence of the first two albums is hardly surprising. The 
first adventure, Alf Pqys des soviets, is rarely translated, as is the controversial 
Tintin mt Congo. The latter has only recently been made available in English, and 
carries a bellyband warning readers tliat some may find its depiction of African 
people offensi\-e. Also missing from tl1e Arabic collection are the two albums 
about tl1e lunar adventure Oljectif /1111e and On a marche s11r la lune. Most 

peculiarly, only one of four Tintin adventures set in tl1e Arab \Vorld has been 
translated into Arabic. Why has Dar al-Maaref, Tintin's Egyptian publisher, 

chosen to translate Le Crave aux pinces d'or, but not Les Cigars d11 pharaon, Au 
yPqs de /'or noi1; and Coke en stock, all of which see Tint.in travel in parts of the 

world-fictional and real-where Arabic is spoken? If the content of tl1ese 
albums is objectionable to Arabic readers, tl1en in which ways could it be so? 

x 

Moreover, what makes Le Crave au pinces d'or, which is set in Niorocco, 
exceptional in tliat it was deemed acceptable for Arabic readers, whereas tl1e 
other albums, set in t and the fictional Middle-Eastern count1-y Egyp 

of Khemed, were not? 
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My pmpose is not to make gratuitous assumptions about the political 
intentions of Dar al-Maarif, or reveal any sinister agenda behind (self-) 
censorship trends among Eg

yptian publishers. Rather, it is to show how the 

editorial choices in the Arabic translations of Tintin's stories-even when this 
choice is to not translate them-are revealing not only of issues pertaining to 
the representation of the language in Herge's works, but also of peculiar 
cultural challenges in exposing one of Belgium's most recognizable characters 
to Islamic and Arabic-speaking audiences. Moreover, when examining the 
Arabic that Herge included in the original Tint:in books written in French, not 
only do I mean to contribute to scholarship about Herge and his art in general, 
and more specifically his realist tendencies through an assessment of the 
accuracy of the Arabic he employed, but I also will consider the ways in '\vhich 
Tint:in books can be experienced by bilingual readers (who know Arabic but 
read the books in French or English for example). 

Lost in Translation? Arabic in the World ofTintin 

Before Arabic, Le Crabe a1tx pi11ces d'or went through a tumultuous 
translation history . \XThen it was adapted into English, the changes that had to 
be made to the story had an impact on the way that we know it today. As 
Chris Owen has pointed out, when the American publisher Golden Press 
decided to publish Tintin's books in the United States, they requested that a 

number of modifications be made to Le Crabe aux d'or."Before the translations began in earnest, agreed to redraw pinceHerge 

several panels for The Crab JJ'ith the Golden ClaJJ's depicting black 
characters. TI1e US censors didn't approve of mixing rnces in cliildren's 
books, so the artist created new frames, replacing black deckhand 
Jumbo with another character, possibly of Puerto-Rican origin. 
Elsewhere, a black character shown whipping Captain Haddock was 
replaced by someone of North African appearance." 

The changes that Herge made to this album were kept for all subsequent 
editions in French. One curious outcome of these amendments is that today's 
English editions still have Captain Haddock asking the police to "A.nest that 
Negro" who whipped him (58A3), notwithstanding the character having been 
re-drawn. Additionally, at Golden Press's request, Herge also had to tone 
do,vn the overt description of alcohol-consumption, which plays an important 
role in the story. 

TI1e Arabic editors had to bring adjustments of their own to Le Crabe 
a11x pi11ces d'or. Despite Herge's concessions on the question of drinking 
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alcohol,eCaptaineHaddock'sedrunkennesseremainsecrucialetoetheeploteofethis 
stmy.e Dare al-Maarif,e presumablye concernede bye thee receptione ofe alcohol 
consumptioneeitherebyechildreneorebyeMuslimereaders,erenderedeiteevenemore 
discreetebyeelusivelyecallingetheedrinksea "beverage"e"y J_J..'.:i... " ratherethan 
explicitly reYealingethateiteis whish.1' orerum.eTI1eeotheresignificantechangeemade 
byetl1eeArabiceeditorseoccurredeinepanelsewhereeArabecharacterseareespeaking. 
Squigglye linese thate weree supposede toe bee Arabice ande note meante toe be 
understoodebyereaderseinetheeoriginaleFrencheversionewereereplacedebyeactual 
.Arabic. 

Fig.1. Vignette 32B2 of Le Grabe aux pinces d'or. To the left, the 
original shows the pseudo-Arabic. To the right, the Arabic version 
replaces the squiggly lines with actual Arabic (the characters were made 
to say "These are tracks/Let's follow them") 

1\daptation and correction are not limited to this adventure. Herge 
updated many otl1er albums. \,"{!hen it comes to the stories of Tintin in the 
Arab \World, none went through as many changes as Au Pqp de /'or noir. 

Indeed, it has one of the most tumultuous histories in the entire Tintin canon. 
The story was first published in serialized form in the journal Le Petit vingtieme 
in 1939, as were all of Tintin's stories up to that time. However, publication of 
Le Petit vingtie111e was interrupted due to \Vorld \Var II, and the story was never 

ycompleted.eIne1948,eHergeerestartedetheestor ineLee]011rnal de Tinti11. Sixeother 
adventures had been published in tl1eemeantime.eInebotheof these ,-ersions,ethe 
settingeiseTheeBritisheMandateeofePalestine. Byetheelateesi.,-,.,ties,etheestoryehad 
becomeeanachronistic,enoteonlyedueetoethiselocation,ebutealsoebecauseeofethe 

involvementeofeaneunnamedeJe'..visheterro11stegroupemodelledeafteretl1eeIrgun 
(Assoulinee278).eSoeHergeebroughtemoreemodifications,emakingea iliirdeand 
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final version of the story in 1969. Besides changing the setting to the fictional 
country of Khemed and making some updates that include replacing members 
of the British colonial police with Arab officers, Herge also replaced the 
squiggly lines that were meant to be Arabic with actual Arabic script. 

Fig.2. the same scene in three versions of Au Pays de Por noir. Left to 
right, the 1939 version from Le Petit vingtieme, the 1948 version, and the 
current version as it has been since 1969. Of all these, only the latter 
shows actual Arabic. The character of Bab el Ehr is saying "Goddamn 
you .... son of a dog damn your father Bedouin." 

Herge's attention to accuracy when it came to representing the local 
language is well-documented in the case of Chinese in Le Lotus blett. As Jacques 
Langlois points out, Herge's friendship with the Chinese student Tchang 
Tchong-jen (after whom he modeled a namesake character) was important, if 
only in that it led to the use of meaningful Chinese in barmers, posters and 
street signs when he was drawing Shanghai.. In that case, the signs contained 
slogans against Japanese imperialism. In the case of A11 Pqys de !'or noir, the 
latest version does indicate a desire to be accurate '\vi.th Arabic. However, in 
the case of Coke en stock, the subsequent story also set in Khemed, only some 
of the Arabic is correct. Nevertheless, in cases where it is not, it is at least 
clearly modeled after authentic Arabic script, and one is usually able to guess 
the intended meaning. 
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Fig.3. Vignette 17C3 of Coke en stock. 

In the panel in figure 3, for instance, the reader who knows Arabic is 

easily able to see that the intended word is C.:.."-:1..?- [Fire!], and it is consistent with 
the plot (the character has just spotted a flame). However, the letters are traced 
incorrectly. For example, the letter c does not connect to the letters that 
precede and follmv it as it should, and includes a dot transforming it into a t; 
also, the letter .; in this position should be written in its initial form -:! rather 

than tl1e medial fo1m used here. This makes tl1e Arabic in Coke en stock, despite 
its being tl1e latest adventure set in tl1.e Arab World, halfway between A11 Pqp 

de /'or noir \vhere tl1e Arabic is very accurate and Le Crave a11x pinces d'or where 
nonsensical squiggles stand in for Arabic. 

Otl1er panels containing ,-\.rabic in Coke en stock are similar to the one 

described above in that the script is incorrect, but not to the extent that one is 
unable to guess what was intended. In some of these panels, Arabic is part of 

the landscape. Examples of tlus include a street sign indicating the direction of 
an airport, and a poster offering a reward for the capture of tl1e protagonists. 
In both of those instances, French is present and allows the reader to follow 

the plot. In anotl1er instance, in several vignettes the word "airbus" is written 
in Arabic script on an airplane; however, in this case the word only appears in 
Arabic. In addition to this sort of presence of Arabic as part of tl1e 
background, various clrnracters also speak it without a translation being 
prm-ided to the reader, for example when two customs officers deny Tintin 
and tl1e captain entry into the country at the Wadesdah airport. In such 

instances, tl1e main characters themselves are not meant to know Arabic, so 
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understandinge thee languagee ise note cruciale toe thee reader.e Ine fact,e not 
understanding it servesefurthereidentification withethe protagonists aseoutsiders 
inea foreigneenvironment,eand enhances theesenseeofeexoticismeassociatedewith 
theelocation.e\'v'hen the readereknows Arabic,eho"vever, beingeableeto tell that it 
is incorrect,eoretiyingetoedecipheretheeintendedemeaning,ecanedistractefrom the 
flO\veof tl1e story. 

Oneestriking sceneethatedistractsetheereadereinethisewayeis wheneTintin 
and Haddock areedressed as Arabewomen,efully veiled to escapeecapture by tl1e 

corruptepoliceewhoeareelookingeforetl1em.eIn tliisescene,ea locale.Arabewoman 
greetsethemeineArabic,eassumingetheyewilleunderstandeher.e\X/henetheyedoenot 
answereher,esheeassumesesheeisebeingescorned.e So,e offended,eshee ripse off 
Haddock'seveilein anger,eanderunseawayein alarm whenesheerealizes he is a man 
inedisguise.eNoteonlyeiseitenotenecessaryetoeknO\veArabicetoefollowetheescene, 
noteknowingeit,einefact,eaddsetoeitsehumoureaseit makeseiteeasieretoesympatliize 
withe tl1ee captaine whene hee losese liise temper,e frustratede thate hee does not 
understandetheelanguage.e Iro1iically,etl1oseewhoeknoweArabiceareestilleableeto 
experienceethisescene,easeareetl1oseewhoedoenot. Indeed,etl1eescript .Arabicehere 
is,e muchelikeetl1eepaneledescribedeaboveeinefiguree3,eclearlyeinspiredebyereal 
Arabic but awhvardeandeflawed. \Whileeone who knows the language could see 

whatetl1eeintendedelineseweree (theephrasee pl e:::4---oe [goodemouiing],ewith 

whichetl1eewomanegreetsetheetwo characters,eisewellewritten),eitereqliiresea 
consciousedecryptioneeffortethat,eifeomitted,epreservesetl1eeimpressionetl1atetl1e 
womanespeaks in a foreign language.eThus, in this case, theefact thatethe Arabic 
is imperfect allowsetheebilingualereaderewho also knowseArabiceto identify with 
Haddockeandeviewetheeotherecharactereasesomeoneewhoedoesenotespeaketheir 
language,ejust likeea non-bilingualereader would. 

WhenetheeCanadianeenterta.iirmentecompanyeNelvana,e111 partnership 
withe thee Frencl1e channele Canale +,e adaptede Tintin'se adventurese intoe an 
animatede seriese ine thee nineteene riineties,e theye hade thee womane ine the 
aforementionedesceneespeakegenuineeArabic.eHowever,eotherescenesewhere 
Arabic is prominently featured areesimply elided inethis adaptation, such as tl1e 
one \vhere a womaneadmonisheseHaddock afteresheeaccidentally drenches liim 
byetluowingewatereoutetheewindowein a Petra-inspiredecity.eIn oneeinstance, in 
Les Cigars drt pharaon,ea character speaks nonsensicalepseudo-Arabic.eInevarious 
otl1ere versionse ofe Tintin'se adventurese ine othere mediums,e .Arabice ise also 
generallyeomitted,eorereplacede,vithegibberish.eTheeBelvisioneanimatedeseries 
frome tl1ee riineteene sixties,e notoriouse fore deviatinge considerablye frome the 

stories, includes theeCrabe aHx pi/Ices d'oreadventlue. Inethiseversion,ethere isenoe
Arabic, withetl1e exception ofea street sign and a store signethat showesquiggles 
thate maye havee beene intendede toe bee Arabice script.eAnothere noteworthy 
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adaptation of this particular story is the stop-motion film version made by 
Claude lviisonne in 1947, marking the first apparition of Tint.in on film. In this 
adaptation, that is faithful to the original book version, onomatopoeic clicks 
and nonsensical sounds stand in for Arabic when characters speak it. 

Portrayal of Islam: an Obstacle to an Arabic Version of Tintin au pays 
de l'or noir? 

One crucial difference bet\veen Le Cra/Je aux pinces d'or and Coke en 

stock, is that no one in the former speaks in Arabic to the protagonists, whereas 
in the latter many characters address the heroes in that language. For this 
reason, miscommunication and misunderstandings are part of the story of Coke 
en stock. However, this would not constitute an insurmountable issue for an 
Arabic translation, as the fact that the main characters do not understand what 

they are being told when they are spoken to in Arabic is not crucial to the plot. 
Even in the case of the woman being upset that Haddock does not return her 
greeting when he and Tintin are disguised as women, it could easily be 
assumed, in an all-Arabic edition, that the captain simply did not want to 
answer her for fear that his voice would give him away. 

An Arabic edition of Coke en stock \Vould be able to replace the less 
than perfect Arabic script used in the original. However, editing the drawings 
themseh-es would not be possible. TI1erefore, the most challenging obstacle 
would be to address misrepresentations of Islam. More specifically, prayer 
scenes in A11 Pqys de /'or noir are particularly problematic. In two scenes of this 
story, Muslims are shown praying. In the first one, the two detectives Dupond 
and Dupont come upon a group of men praying as they drive through the 
desert, and, assuming they are a mirage, Dupont proceeds to kick one of them 

in the buttocks as he prostrates himself (fig. 4). 
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Fig.4. Vignette 22C2 of Au Pays de Parnoir. 

In the second scene, the t\vo detectives, asleep at the wheel, drive through the 
wall of a mosque thereby disrnpting prayer. The first of these two scenes was 

added to the sto1y only in its latest version, and was absent from the Petit 

Vingtieme and first coloured edition of 1948. It was also omitted from the 
animated series. The second scene, where the two detectives drive through the 
wall of a mosque, was part of all three versions of the story. 

\'\/hi.le the scene where Dupont kicks the man in prayer may seem 
particularly offensive at first, it is not necessarily so in view of the fact that the 
two characters' naive disregard of customs and their inadvertently insulting 
behaviour is a recurrent joke in tl1e series, and does not single out Muslims or 
.Arabs. The issue witl1 this, as well as the otl1er scene where prayer is portrayed 

in _AN Pqp de /'or Noi1� is the inaccuracies in the representation of Muslim 
prayer. In figme 4 above, tl1e man was shown praying while wearing his shoes, 
when any Muslim would in fact pray barefooted. Moreover, the geshues that 
the men are shmvn to be making in both scenes, witl1 their hands thrown 
towards the sh.-y, never happen in Muslim prayer. This may remain an 

important obstacle for .Arabic editions of tl1e book. 

Most peculiarly, however, tl1e men praying in the mosque before 
Dupond and Dupont dri,-e tl1rough the wall were drawn correctly in the very 

first, incomplete version of Att Pqys de l'or noir from Le Petit Vingtieme, but were 
altered in subsequent editions to show the incorrect gesture of men throwing 
their hands up. 
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Fig.5. The same scene in three versions of Au Pays de l'or 11oir. Left to 

right, the1939 version, the 1948 version, and the current version as it has 
been since 1969. Of all these, only the 1939 shows correct gestures of 
Islamic prayer. 

For this reason, the possibility of an uncensored Arabic edition of A11 Pays de 

/'or noir is e.-s;:tremely unlikely. Even if we do without ideological considerations, 
and look at the question from a purely economic perspective, non-Muslim 
Arabic-speaking markets remain relatively narrow, and do not justify 
translating the story and releasing it as is. 

Arab Villains 

\X/hile the matter of the portrayal of Muslim prayers in A11 Pays de /'or 

noir is serious enough to stand in a way of an uncensored Arabic edition of the 
story, there is no similarly problematic issue in Coke en stock. \What these two 
adventures have in common that might perhaps be objectionable is an 
unflattering portrayal of .Arabs. \X/hile the foremost Arab character, the Emir 
Ben Kalish Ezab, is certainly not the villain of these stories, he is nevertheless 
depicted as an irresponsible ruler who bases important decisions on futilities. 
In Coke e11 Stork, he refuses to sign a contract with an airline company not 
because he objects to their in\-olvement in a slave trafficking ring, but because 
they would not indulge his spoiled son's wish to see the planes perform a loop
de-loop as they land. 

In the adaptation of this story in the nineteen nineties' animated series, 
his reasons for refusing to sign the contract are changed to him opposing the 
kidnapping and enslavement of sub-Saharan Africans on their way to Mecca, 
and some of his own servants are changed from Africans to .Arabs. More 
importantly, the particularly despicable character of the Arab slave-driver is 
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om.itted from this version. 111.is suggests that concern about racially-offensive 
portrayals is a concern for Moulinsart, the company in charge of the 
commercial management of Herge's oeuvre. 

If the portrayal of Arabs in Coke en stock could be seen by Arab readers 
as insulting coming from a European author, then why would there be no 
objection to portraying Omar Ben Salaad as a villain in Le Crabe att.xpinces d'or? 
His involvement in drug trafficking is not as abject as the participation of 
.Arabs in a Slave trafficking ring in Coke en stock, but one possible explanation 
as to why Omar Ben Salaad is not an objectionable villain from an Arab 
per:spective has more to do with the cultural politics of the Arnb \'{/orld, and 

specifically that it was a Moroccan character and an Eg
yptian editor. 

Eg
ypt occupies a singular position in the Arabic imaginary, as a center 

of culture and civilization, home to such important institutions as the 
prestigious Al-Azhar University, and cradle of Modem Arnbic literature, 
claiming various important authors and literaiy figureheads. such as Nagu.ib 

Mahfouz. Contrasting with Egypt, the Maghreb has been somewhat 
marginalized, often thought of as "not really Arab." This is partly .in view of 
tl1e fact that tl1e many francophone authors to have emerged from North 
�\frica in the aftermath of Frencl1 colo11ialism have linked the region to a 
francophone intellectual scene at the detriment of ties with Arabic literary 
spheres. Moreover, the Maghreb's lesser place in Arnbic literary canons was 
also validated from an etlmic perspective, considering tl1e important Amazigh 
(Berber) populations in the area. Consequently, the portrayal of a Moroccan 
character as a villain, if taken as offensive, is not necessarily perceived to be 
offensive towards all Arabs, but rather towards 1 orth Africa and not the 

Middle East proper where Eg
ypt sees itself. 

The fourth adventure to be set in the Arab \'{lorld, Les Cigares d11 

pharaon, has Tintin travel tluough Eg
y
pt on 11.is way to India. TI1e reasons why 

tlus particular story was not translated may have notlung to do with Arabic, 
but rather with it being an earlier work tl1at some may find more immature 
than tl1e later adventures (for example, at one point in Les Cigares du Pharaon, 
Tintin plays a flute to communicate with an elephant). I evertheless, although 
squiggles are used in lieu of Arabic in a few instances (similarly to Le Crabe a11x 
pinces d'ot\ it does not contain any cultural or religious inaccuracies like A11 Ptf)IS 
de /'or noir (altl10ugh it mentions a fictional pharaoh), nor does it portray any 

.Arabs as villains. It is possible that tl1e Egyptian editor chose to avoid 
publishing this story set in 1)t on principle, to be safe and not riskEro 

repercussion from the regime. In any case, speculating on the cause of 
omission of tllis story by Dar al-Maarif is not as revealing of cultural dynamics 

so 



      
           

  

   

    
           

            
          

             
          
          

          
      

          
             

          
       

             
         

           
           

        
      

          

  
           

   
          

            
          
             
       

            
     

         
         

xwithin theeArab \Vorld as is theeinclusioneof Le Crabe aupinces d'or; and unlike 
theecaseeofAtt Pqys de /'or noir, thereeisenoemajor obstacle standing in the way of 
a future .Arabic version ofeLes Ctgars d1t Pharaot1 aseis. 

Conclusion: Which Possible Future(s) for Tintin in the Arab World in 
Arabic? 

Regardless of any speculativeeexplanationseforeDareal-Maarif's editorial 
choiceseinetheeArabicetranslationseofeTintin'sestories,etheiretranslationeofeLe 
Crabe auxpinces d'or offerseaneinterestingemodeleforetheetreatmenteof Arabicein 
Herge'sework.ePossibleefutureeArabicetranslationseofetheeothereadventureseof 
Tint.ineinetheeJ\rabeworldecouldebeedoneefollowingetheesameeapproach,eCoke en 
Stock woulderequireemoreeeditorialeworke(ifeonlyebecauseeit originallyecontains 
moreeArabicetoebeeedited), whereasetheerepresentationeofeIslamiceprayer inethe 
drawingsethemselvesewillealwaysebeeaneimportantecomplicationestandingeinethe 
wayeof aneuncensoredeArabiceversion of A11 Pqys de !'or noir. 

Onee aspecteofeTintin'se adventurese inetheeArabeWorlde thate would 
inevitablyehaveetoebeesacrificedeineaneArabiceeditionewouldebeetheesenseeof 
disorientationethateArabiceinetheeoriginaleversionecausesetheecharacterse(and 
consequentlyetl1e readereidentifyingewithethem)etoefeel. Whileebilingual readers 
whoeknoweArabicebutereadeTintineineanotherelanguageeareeableetoeretainethis 
impressioneofedisorientationewheneHerge'seArabiceiseinaccurate,eaneall-Arabic 
versionewouldenotebeeableetoereplicateethiseexperience.eOneepossibleesolution 
woulde bee toeresortetoeattributingedifferente dialectseofeArabice toedifferent 
characters.eWhileethiseiseimprobable,eif only becauseemarketsefor i\rnbicebooks 
in anyegiven dialect areelimited, theedialectsechosen foretheevillains and friendly 
characterseinethee storiesewouldelikelyereflectetl1eedynamicsebetweeneNo1th 
Africa and the Middle East. 

Although discussing future Arabiceeditions ofeTint.in is only speculative 
atethisepoint,etheereleaseeof aefilmeadaptationeof Tint.in'seadventuresebyeSteven 
Spielberg (which incidentallyeincludes elements form the LeeCrabe a1txpi11ce d'or, 
andeaccurateeMoroccaneArabic),emayecauseea renewedeinteresteineneweArabic 
versionseofetl1eebooks.eTheeTiutin in the Congo precedent,ewithetheebellyband 
warninge Englishe readerse ofepossiblye offensivee content,e doese seemelikee a 
plausibleesolutioneif aneArabiceeditioneofeAu Ptfysede l 1 

01· noir wereetoebeemade. 
However,eiteisealsoepossible that tlus method beedeemed insufficient inevieweof 
theewayseinewhicherecenteportrayalseof Islameand theeArabe\YIorldeineEuropean 
cartoonsehaveebeen controversial,esometimes witheviolent repercussions.eNfost 
notoriously,etheepublicationeof caricatureseofetheePropheteNluhammadeinetl1e 
Danishene\vspaper ])'I/ands-Posten inelatee2005ecausedeconsiderableestireinenews 
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media across the world, and led, among other things, to the bombing of the 
Danish embassy in Pakistan (Walsh). More recently, tl1e French magazine 
Charlie hebdo was tl1e target of various attacks, including an arson attack against 
its offices and the hacking of its website, after it published various cartoons 
satirizing Islam and claiming the prophet Muhammad as a guest-editor to one 
of its issues (Samuel). 

In any case, debates on racism in tl1e Tintin stories go back at least as 
far as tl1e publication of Tintin a11 Congo in 1931, a story tied to a colonial 
background. Most recently, Bienvenu Mbutu Mondondo, a Congolese student, 
accused tl1e album of harbouring a racist agenda and attempted to have it 
banned in Belgium (Deighton). Some have deplored its portrayal of non
European characters (Hunt), while others see in it simply a reflection of the 
ti.mes in which tl1e stmies first appeared (Mabanckou). Herge himself remained 
ambiguous, and never validated eitl1er side of the debate. Nevertheless, he did 
sometimes revise his stories to make them less controversial. This was the case 
for Coke en stock, in which he altered some dialogues, namely some of tl1e sub
Saharan Africans' lines, to make tl1em seem less racially-cliched (Peeters 107). 
Generally speaking, Herge was not averse to revisions, as shown by tl1e case of 
L'ile Noire, which he entirely remade to portray Great Britain more accurately 
at the request of his British publisher (Peeters 56). If he did revise his Arabic in 
A11 Pqp de /'or l\Toir, but never revised his portrayal of Arabs and Muslims 
beyond that, it is perhaps because none cared enough to ask, or perhaps 
because the European climate was never ready for such a query to occur. 
While Herge is no longer here to make any revisions, the main question, when 
it comes to the adventures of Tintin in the Arab World, is are Europe and tl1e 

Arnb \VJodd ready and/or willing to discuss them? 
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